Using a Fake Doctor’s Note like a Ninja
Many people require a fake doctor’s note to get off the hook sometimes. A fake doctor’s note can be
easily made from doctors note template. One has to time their illness or injury with the contents that are in
the forms. Excuses made should not be sudden to avoid the genuineness calling. Some of the best false
ideas for excuses includes; stomach flu, kidney stones, sprained ankle, pneumonia or even strep throat.

How to Make a Fake Doctors Note Convincing
1. Find a blank template of doctor’s note
One needs to find a blank template of
doctor’s note. This note should be printable
and editable. Ensure that the note does not
come with the web address or a
watermark.

2. Editing the template
matching information

with

As this note is supposed to excuse you,
you have to be careful on editing it. Make
sure it matches all your information.

3. Excuse for your absence
This is where you come up with the medical reason for your absence. Emergency room or the hospital will
include the medical condition that is being been treated. A physician will just mention that that particular
treatment or visit occurred, no additional information. Make your information slightly embarrassing if you
want to include hospital discharge. This will prevent them from double checking your note

4. Doctor’ and hospital contact and information
This is the most important part of your fake note. Name of the doctor you provide should be made-up.
The doctor should be within a reasonable distance. Although it is hard for someone to go verifying your
information on the internet, it can happen in cases of extended absence. A real phone number is
necessary alongside the fake name. In a case of your supervisor want to verify with the doctor, the owner
of the phone will validate your assertion. All the information about the physician in your template should
be very consistent.

5. Submitting your fake note
Make sure that your name and address is on the note. Also remember to include the date of your
visitation. Your absence period should be according to the note. Do not forget the name, address, and
signature of the doctor. Treatment and diagnosis information are not necessary; furthermore, they are
under confidential laws between the physician and patient.

6. Getting away with using notes
Here are some rules to guide on how to get away with fake doctor’ fake note.

I. Do not talk about fake doctor’s note
You should keep your secret to yourself. The less you will talk about it, the less white lies you will have to
remember.

II. Memorize the details
Make the note a part of your records. Make sure you remember as you could remember the original one.
Remember every fake detail and put it to you ask it happened

III. Be confident
Confidence is the key when submitting the fake note; make sure you take it as serious and confident as
the original one. You should not be afraid to be questioned about it. Doctor’s confidentiality is an excuse
to get away with more questions.
To learn more, go to tourdawoods.org.

